A belated gold rush
– Some casual comparisons between Dutch and US academia after lecturing at the
Colorado School of Mines in Golden, USA.
Martijntje Smits, december 2006
In 1870, just after the peak of the Coloradoan gold rush, the Colorado School of Mines (CSM)
was founded by an enterprising bishop from Massachusetts. He was convinced that the abundant
stocks of metals in the Rocky Mountains should be mined in a more educated way. Nowadays
CSM is a famous technical university, teaching a broad range of engineering subjects to about
4000 students.

Golden and the Castle Rock on South Table Mountain, view from the Colorado School of Mines
(© M.Smits)
It was here in the former miner’s village of Golden, in the shadow of the pilgrimage mountain of
Buffalo Bill's pompous grave, that I for a while interrupted my research projects in Nijmegen. In
the last days of December 2005 I moved westward with my two children and six bulging
suitcases. Until July 2006 I held the Hennebach Chair at CSM as a visiting professor. The chair,
seated every year by another scholar, is named after Mr. Ralph E. Hennebach (see picture), a
1941 metallurgy graduate of the School of Mines. In 1995, after retiring from being a CEO of the
American Smelting and Refining Company, he decided to spend some of his capital to stimulate
the engineering students’ involvement in the humanities.
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The gallery of Hennebach visiting professors at Stratton Hall (©M. Smits)
In this spirit I taught a 15 weeks intensive course, 'The Future of Technology’, guiding a class of
30 last year bachelor engineering students into the ropes and knacks of thinking about sociotechnological futures. Another main task was to present three ‘Hennebach Lectures’ that were
accessible for the entire Mines’ community. My lecture themes were Monstertheory, Art &
Genomics and Dutch and American Technology Policy. I also gave a lecture at the Centre for
Science and Technology Policy Research at the University of Boulder.
The increase of ignorance
In an extensive background article named 'Are the Dutch getting more ignorant?' (Wordt
Nederland dommer? NRC Handelsblad, September 6, 2003) eleven Dutch scholars were asked
after their academic life abroad. Remarkably, none of them was inclined to defend the Dutch
research and education systems as compared to their foreign experiences. Fitting seamlessly in a
persistent European tradition of aggrandizing American merits, the ones that went to the US
praise at length the motivating and ambitious culture of research groups they found, the open
intellectual climate, the possibilities for funding. In detail they criticize Dutch academia for a
disproportional burden of bureaucracy and management tasks and the immobility of the academic
workers. "It was like homecoming" physicist Robbert Dijkgraaf admitted, remembering his
arrival at Harvard in 1998. "The enthusiasm of the professors: What do you think we should do?
Tears sprang to my eyes. This was the place I ever dreamt of. It really existed." Biologist Hidde
Ploegh, a professor at Boston Medical School, sings a similar hymn of praise: 'Boston really is
the major league in my discipline. Sufficient funding is available, government doesn't bother
education with endless modernization and the best professors and students come across.'
What did I myself trace back of all of this plain excellence and academic hospitality in the land of
promises? Though famous in engineering, Golden is not as famous as Harvard or MIT, and
unlike Dijkgraaf and Ploegh I wasn't surrounded by a large, strongly cooperating group of close
colleagues in my own field. The Liberal Arts and International Studies (LAIS) Department has a
supplying function in the engineering education at CSM. The small staff is made up of scholars
from quite diverse disciplines; like international law, sociology of developing countries, history
and philosophy. Among the four of them having a Science and Technology Studies (STS)
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background, Professor Carl Mitcham, a grand old man in the philosophy of technology field, who
just finished his big project on the Encyclopedia for Science, Technology and Ethics, is the most
outstanding. Carl Mitcham also was the one who invited me. He showed his enthusiasm about the
flourishing and well-organized Dutch STS scene and its members role (in his view) as public
intellectuals, stirring up public debate on new technologies.

Carl Mitcham
Mitcham earns a special note, for he is an admirable type of scholar, not only for his erudition
and his broad networks, but also for his strong engagement and lively style of discussing.
Another typical thing about Mitcham is his cordial patronage. For example, almost without
asking, he showed me the way publishers, editors and journals and he brought me into contact
with relevant scholars, or encouraged me to sharpen my thoughts by being erudite himself at
every moment of the day. In this cooperative style he also supervised his Ph.D. students. I rarely
met this engaging, patronizing style before in professors I know at home, except for Jacqueline
Cramer, but I would very much like to encourage them in that way.
Initiative and self-censorship
I didn't immediately recognize the academic heaven of intense intellectual interaction in Golden
as Dijkgraaf and Ploegh did in Harvard, though I promptly recognize some of the American spirit
they refer to. In my job interview almost two years ago the CSM search committee's first
question was: what course do you want to teach for us? What lectures do you like to present?
Their message was: you are a talented scholar, you have written interesting things, learn us more
about that! This sounded very inviting, diverging a lot from job interview experiences at home.
As a rule, the approach seemed rather the reverse: usually I had to prove fitting in a research
program and I had to adapt to established education programs.
It is tempting but tricky to produce sweeping statements from a few random impressions. That
method suffers from the risk of just reproducing prejudice. Cultural observations like these are
hard to state. But they are hard to deny either. If I had to compare the American way of doing
science with ours, I would underline their emphasis on taking initiative and taking risks, whilst
our style is stressing that you should anticipate on the undesired side-effects of your initiatives.
Anticipation is a virtue of course, but it contains the risk of extinguishing the primary spark of
initiative and creation. The Dutch way is much more critical and conservative. Self-censorship is
encouraged more than daring. In the end this may lead to more well-balanced results, but it may
also smother brilliant but wild initiatives.
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This observation was strongly echoed in my friendly meetings with two Dutch professors at CSM
that permanently had fled their home country in the late nineties, Roel Snieder and Willy
Hereman. They admitted they felt liberated now from the bureaucracy predominating their Dutch
jobs. In Golden they were able to focus on their scientific work and they got the right
opportunities to develop their plans. In the Netherlands they both had experienced the pressure of
constant control and duty to render account to all kinds of external institutions, the pressure to
embrace the average, a climate that molecular biologist and columnist Ronald Plasterk lately
named the 'spruitjeslucht' (smell of boiled sprouts) of the Dutch science institutions.
I felt myself breathing in an open atmosphere that clearly stirred the work-ethic. Immediately
after arrival I already pitied not to have signed up for the whole year, as had been the original
offer. Some environmental factors contributed clearly to my well-being: the endless Rocky
Mountain landscapes, the dry, sunny climate, the fresh air, the warmhearted welcome we got
from neighbors, landlords, school teachers and CSM colleagues. People were hospitable to the
extreme. Remarkably, we were settled much quicker as foreigners in this new, unfamiliar country
than we had been after moving to Eindhoven from Enschede in the Netherlands as fellow
countrymen. This made me realize that we Dutch might not be that open and welcoming to our
guests as we'd like to portray ourselves, on the contrary.
At the university I got great support, not the least from the secretaries of our department. CSM
had a fine library at walking distance with a wide collection of books in my field. Often I took up
my books and papers to study, occupying one of the many park benches on campus. Lunchtime
was not a curse like in most Dutch groomy and noisy university canteens, but a blessing, either
meeting people in the university restaurant, swimming in the CSM pool next door, go for a walk
along Clear Creek, or have a Golden Natural Foods sandwich with a colleague in the shade of the
aspen trees.
I had another positive experience with the official style at an American university when I asked
the board for a grant for the translation of my dissertation. To my surprise it was awarded without
any of the viscid bureaucratic procedures I am used to at home, I just needed the consent of the
academic publisher. As soon as I got his consent, the translation was supported by the
presidential board. This is not to say that the US institutions eschew bureaucracy, on the contrary
- just try for example to get hold of a visa or a social security number. But here, at the academia,
formalistic powers seemed to be balanced by other ones.
There were other differences to observe, positive and negative. The openness of an application
procedure for a new staff member (in which the whole instititute had a voice) for example, or the
eagerness to give official rewards to academic staff - in the corridors you could find long lists of
staff members and their merits. American group culture is clearly stiffed by behaviorist
principles.
Ambition and obedience
In the NRC article mentioned above, the interviewees also open fire upon the Dutch education
system at universities. The American biologist Elaine Dzierzak (Erasmus University) mentions
the lack of competition between students; Dijkgraaf berates its conformism and 'regression to the
average'. Ploegh criticizes the lack of high standards, meanwhile cheering the ambitious attitude
of his American students. Clearly, Ploegh and Dijkgraaf worked at top institutes with the strictest
selection policies. CSM demanded the highest grades in the state to enter the institute. This
resulted in a studious and hardworking population of students in my class, partly originating from
foreign countries in Asia and the Middle-East. As compared to Dutch engineering students in
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Eindhoven, they were much more ambitious. As a teacher I was met by them with an unfamiliar
authority. Notwithstanding their ambition, they seemed more docile and less autonomous and
fixed on getting high grades.
I had not foreseen that my students would have been ill at ease with my expectation to formulate
their own research questions and to bring forward their own approaches. Their entire engineering
programs were pretty overloaded. They got a lot of homework and small assignments in parallel
courses, so that they assembled a lot of grades for each course. So they were surprised that at first
I only asked for turning in two big assignments during the semester, demanding a quite
independent studious attitude. It did not take long before I adapted my initial plan in order to
withstand the pressure of competing courses, by enlarging the number of graded assignments.
Still, they were educated as engineering students and disciplined to answer clear-cut problems
formulated by others, solving them by the methods offered. At first sight they didn't show much
affinity with STS insights and the critical academic attitude needed to make scenarios.
Familiar stereotypes that most Dutch engineering students hold towards non-engineering
approaches were reigning here as well. Just as if a world-wide, silent agreement between
engineering students has been hatched.
Most students only had taken an ethics course in their first year. So the content of my course and
its approach were rather uncommon to them. At first I had my doubts about getting them to
taking a different, more creative attitude, needed for making alternative, critical and wellinformed future views on technology. Fortunately the curriculum resembled the schedule of a
Dutch high school. This allowed more hours of contact, so there was chance to build up relations
and trust with them. Thus I changed the classical lecture format for a more interactive setting.
After introducing discussions on some classical STS texts, most of the ice was broken and even
the silent ones entered the conversation, engaging in the exchange of views. Some of them even
turned around from straightforward engineering reasoning to rather radical social constructivist
arguments, even criticizing Langdon Winner for example for taking a weaker in between
position. At the end of the course I felt quite satisfied with the general level of their final scenario
stories and their research reports.
Patriotism revisited
When I went overseas in December 2005, I expected to suffer bags of homesickness, missing my
friends and the intellectual climate at the Dutch university. Different from Dick Pels, describing
his experiences as a professor in London [in Een zwak voor Nederland, ideeën voor een nieuwe
politiek (2005)], I didn't travel abroad to escape the curse of being born in a small, awkward
country, too much absorbed with itself and its parochial problems, nor did I share his thin opinion
on Dutch academia and the Dutch polder. But surprisingly, I didn't suffer from nostalgia these
months. In contrast, my homecoming was accompanied by feelings almost the reverse of Pels'
revelation. Pels describes how he, coming home from his professorship abroad, discovered his
soft spot for the Dutch specifics, the weather, the institutions, the Dutch deliberative way of
doing things, in particular at the university. Instead, I felt alienated and disoriented as soon as I
entered the crowded arrival hall in Schiphol.
Though I had longed during my stay for again engaging in our familiar, sultry conversations and
their typical, more cynical sense of humor and more skeptic worldviews- my alienation held on
when returning at my Dutch university desk. Somehow it was as if the horizon had shrunk, the
obstacles to take initiative had increased and as if I was less encouraged to excel and sparkle. My
first task was to write an account report for one of the numerous evaluation committees. My
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colleagues were running around, having all kinds of meetings and presentations, either acquiring
research funds, or accounting for the money spent. It seemed to be about business, not about
grand thought and theory. Was there anyone around reading books in the library or working with
ardent zeal at complex, rather unexplainable problems? In Golden, the university library was
crowded with students and researchers until midnight and in the weekends, while science halts
here at 5 pm and at Friday morning, with few visible signs of people reading books, thinking or
making puzzled notes. For the first time, I clearly noticed that our group culture resembles civil
service more than science. Amazingly, in our fixation on being as innovative as the Americans,
we tried to copy their research and education systems. But we forgot to copy the essence, its
inviting and open academic climate. I suggest that we also adopt some of the encouraging spirit
of the American academia.
Links: www.mines.edu
http://lais.mines.edu/
http://www.nrc.nl/krant/article109611.ece
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